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Gene-culture co-evolution: teaching, learning, and correlations between relatives

Marcus W. Feldmana*, Freddy B. Christiansenb and Sarah P. Ottoc

aDepartment of Biology, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305, USA; bCenter for Bioinformatics and Department of
Bioscience, University of Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark; cDepartment of Zoology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver,

BC, V6T 1Z4 Canada

Heritability, the fraction of phenotypic variance attributable to the action of genes, is usually derived from a linear
statistical partition of variance. In this paper we study a dichotomous phenotype whose transmission from parents to
offspring depends on the parents’ phenotypes and the offspring’s genotype. Each individual is then represented as a
phenogenotype. We derive expressions for each component of phenotypic variance and for covariances between relatives of
various degrees. The resulting heritability estimates vary with the rates of phenotypic transmission as well as with the
genetic contribution to the phenotype. Assortative mating by phenotype in parents is also shown to contribute to the
correlations between relatives. In addition, we show that the frequency of alleles at genes affecting the phenotypes strongly
affects standard heritability measures. This is important because for most complex traits these allele frequencies cannot be
ascertained.
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Introduction

Inheritance patterns are multifaceted and yet many evolu-

tionary models as well as statistical inferences of herita-

bility fail to account for the complex interplay between

genetics and environment that shapes phenotypes and

their transmission. In this paper, we develop a model that

tracks the dynamics of a phenotype that is culturally influ-

enced as well as being under partial genetic control. We

assume a single underlying diploid locus that, along with

the phenotypes of parents, alters the probability that a

focal individual develops or does not develop a dichoto-

mous trait. We also consider the influence of non-random

mating patterns among the parents. Our analysis focuses

first on the evolutionary dynamics of the trait itself and

secondly on how standard statistical estimates of genetic

heritability depend on the interplay of genetic and cultural

inheritance and on the mating patterns.

Background

Recent empirical and theoretical studies of cultural trans-

mission have addressed the efficacy of active teaching

(either vertically by parents or obliquely from non-parental

elders, or horizontally from peers) and learning in driving

the evolution of discrete-valued phenotypes (Hewlett

et al. 2011; Creanza et al. 2012; Fogarty & Feldman

2012). One class of analyses has considered the dynamic

and equilibrium properties of these phenotypes using

deterministic models (effectively assuming an infinite

population size). A second class has modeled various prob-

abilistic rules of transmission when offspring sample from

a parental population and choose whose trait to emulate

(Henrich 2004; Borenstein et al. 2008; Aoki et al. 2011;

Aoki & Feldman 2014). This second class of models

allows for cultural drift (by analogy with genetic drift;

Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman 1981), where population size

plays a key role for the evolution of culture in the popula-

tion and where calculations often focus on the probability

that a culturally transmitted character spreads within the

population. Both classes of models address the roles of cul-

tural transmission and assortative mating in phenotypic

evolution. However, they do not explore how statistical

relationships between relatives are affected by the rules of

transmission and mating. In this paper, we examine the

evolutionary dynamics of a trait under both genetic and
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cultural transmission, and the covariances between rela-

tives expected to result from joint cultural and genetic

determination of phenotypes.

Parents affect their offspring through a variety of

mechanisms, and our model encompasses genetic inheri-

tance, direct teaching, as well as epigenetic inheritance,

and niche construction. Epigenetic variation, representing

differences in degrees of methylation or acetylation, for

example, contributes to variation in timing and/or expres-

sion of genes and hence has important phenotypic effects.

While many of these epigenetic signals are reset during

gametogenesis in animals (Morgan et al. 2005), it is

becoming increasingly clear that some epigenetic signals

are inherited (Chong & Whitelaw 2004; Blewitt et al.

2006) and that many are strongly influenced by parents,

either through parental imprinting (Sasaki and Matsui

2008) or in utero effects (Rhee et al. 2012). Because these

epigenetic phenomena do not obey the usual rules of

genetic transmission, they can have a variety of effects on

familial correlations among quantitative phenotypes and

on the likelihood of a discretely defined disease, such as

rheumatoid arthritis (Slatkin 2009; Tal et al. 2009; Fein-

berg & Irizarry 2010; Furrow et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2013).

In many cases, whether or not an epigenetic mark is

established depends on the environment, providing a direct

mechanism by which the environment created by parents

can alter the expression of coding genes in the offspring

(Furrow & Feldman 2013). This more complicated view of

phenotype-environment interdependence can be viewed as

an example of cultural niche construction (Ihara & Feldman

2004; Creanza et al. 2012), whereby one class of culturally

transmitted traits (e.g. some aspects of an individual’s envi-

ronment) affects the transmission of another trait. In this

case, both the rules of environmental transmission and

those of epigenetic modification of the genetic contribution

to the phenotype will affect correlations among relatives,

often summarized in terms of heritability.

A standard method for inferring the genetic heritabil-

ity underlying a trait involves the statistical analysis of

correlations between relatives, following from the seminal

work by Fisher (1918). These inferences assume a quanti-

tative genetic underpinning to a trait. By contrast, our

model assumes a dichotomous character under both

genetic and/or cultural influences. Nevertheless, we can

investigate the relationship between standard heritability

estimates and the parameters of our underlying evolution-

ary model, describing genetic effects, cultural transmis-

sion, and patterns of non-random mating.

Statistical methods have also been developed that treat

dichotomous traits as “threshold characters”, again assum-

ing an underlying quantitative trait (“liability”). Falconer

(1960) introduced a method for inferring heritability for

threshold characters and in 1965 applied the method to

data on the incidence of diseases such as club foot and

cleft palate. His aim was “to get further towards an answer

to the question of the relative importance of heredity and

environment” (Falconer, 1965, p. 51). To this end he

adopted the concept due to Carter (1961, 1964) of a con-

tinuously varying (Gaussian) liability function such that

any individual whose liability score exceeded a threshold

T had the disease while those who scored less than T did

not (Figure 1). From the observed incidences of the dis-

ease in the general population and among relatives of a

specific degree, e.g. sibs, of an individual with the disease,

the heritability of the liability could be calculated.

Falconer’s method assumed that the variances of the

liability distribution in different focal groups are the

same, but more general methods for treating threshold

characters were developed by Edwards (1969). Here the

distribution of liabilities among propositi on the one hand

and their relatives on the other is taken to be bivariate nor-

mal. Edwards (1969) proposed an approximate simple

relationship between the expected correlation, r, of this

bivariate distribution and the incidences in the population

and in the relatives of propositi. The heritability can then

be found from h2 ¼ r=r, where r is the coefficient of rela-
tionship, provided there is no assortative mating. This

method of tetrachoric correlations was based on the work

of Pearson (1900) and Everitt (1910) and can be combined

with maximum likelihood techniques to infer heritability

of dichotomized traits (e.g. see Eaves et al. 1989 for an

analysis of personality traits). A review of the principles

underlying these treatments of liability for dichotomous

Figure 1. The upper curve (a) represents the distribution of lia-
bilities in the general population with a scale measured in stan-
dard deviations from G, the mean liability in the general
population. T is threshold. A is the mean liability of individuals
with the disease (of type 1) in the general population. In the
lower curve, (b) R is the mean liability of relatives of type 1 indi-
viduals with the disease. The shaded areas represent the inciden-
ces qg and qr, i.e. the proportions of individuals in the upper and
lower distributions whose liabilities exceed T . xg and xr are the
deviations of T from the means (on the standard deviation scale).
a is the mean deviation of type 1 individuals with the disease
from Gða ¼ z=qgÞ, and n is the mean deviation of the liabilities
of healthy (type 2) individuals in the population from G
ðn ¼ z=ð1� qgÞÞ. z is the height of the normal curve at T. The
subscripts g and r refer to the general population and the rela-
tives of individuals with the disease, respectively.
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traits can be found in Chapter 9 of Cavalli-Sforza and

Bodmer (1971).

We first describe the model, using a general vertical

transmission scheme for a dichotomous trait, and explore

the dynamic and equilibrium properties of the coevolving

system of genotypes and phenotypes. We then examine in

more detail a slightly less general form of the transmission

scheme. Next some of the statistics commonly used to

summarize heritability are reviewed and computed based

on simulations of our model. The purpose here is to

explore to what extent standard statistics, such as herita-

bility, actually reflect a known genetic-cultural transmis-

sion regime. Finally, similar calculations are carried out

using methods typically applied to the study of threshold

characters.

The model

Our model follows that of Feldman and Cavalli-Sforza

(1976). We consider two phenotypes labeled 1 and 2 that

occur in equal frequencies within the two sexes. The

frequencies of the two phenotypes within groups of

individuals and the frequencies of various phenotypic

combinations within families are treated as observable

quantities. The genetic interpretation of such data uses

tools from quantitative genetics. In the following we

develop a population model that describes the genetic and

cultural transmission of the phenotypes. This framework

will subsequently permit evaluation of the expected val-

ues of the population variances and familial covariances,

which are tools used in quantitative genetics to interpret

data on the variation and transmission of the phenotypes.

The phenotype of an individual is influenced by its

genotype at an autosomal gene with two alleles A and a.

Individuals thus come in six phenogenotypes, namely AA1,

AA2, Aa1, Aa2, aa1, aa2. The phenotype of an individual is

partly determined by the phenotypes of its parents; that is,

there is vertical cultural transmission. The probability that

an individual acquires a given phenotype depends on the

genotype of the individual and on the phenotypes of the

parents. The rules of transmission are shown in Table 1.

Thus, ai;bi; g i and di describe the frequency of phenotype

1 among offspring of genotype i from the four different

parental phenotypic combinations; the three genotypes

AA, Aa and aa are numbered 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

The frequencies of the six phenogenotypes AA1, AA2,

Aa1, Aa2, aa1, aa2 are u1, v1, u2, v2, u3, v3, respectively.

The frequency of phenotype 1 in the population is

k ¼ u1 þ u2 þ u3 and that of phenotype 2 is 1� k ¼

v1 þ v2 þ v3. The frequencies of the genotypes AA, Aa

and aa are u1 þ v1, u2 þ v2 and u3 þ v3, respectively. The

frequencies of alleles A and a among individuals with

phenotype 1 are

p1 ¼ ðu1 þ u2=2Þ=k; q1 ¼ ðu3 þ u2=2Þ=k; ð1aÞ

while the frequencies of these alleles among individuals

with phenotype 2 are

p2 ¼ ðv1 þ v2=2Þ=ð1� kÞ; q2 ¼ ðv3 þ v2=2Þ=ð1� kÞ:
ð1bÞ

The frequencies of A and a in the whole population

are p ¼ u1 þ v1 þ u2=2þ v2=2 ¼ kp1 þ ð1� kÞp2 and

q ¼ 1� p, respectively.

Parents are assumed to mate assortatively according to

their phenotypes with probability m and to mate randomly

with probability 1� m. The four types of families in terms

of parental phenotypes are 1� 1, 1� 2, 2� 1 and 2� 2

and these occur with frequencies

m1 ¼ ð1�mÞk2 þmk; m2 ¼ m3 ¼ ð1�mÞkð1� kÞ;
m4 ¼ ð1�mÞð1� kÞ2 þmð1� kÞ; ð2Þ

respectively. For given parental phenotypes, the mating

among genotypes is random. The resulting mating fre-

quencies are shown in Table 2. This table also shows the

phenogenotypic distributions among offspring from the

various matings calculated from Mendelian segregation

frequencies and the phenotypic transmission rules of

Table 1. The genetic influence is in the ability of the off-

spring to acquire a trait; no genetic variation in parents’

ability to culturally transmit the character is included.

This amounts to genetic variation in learning. Writing

u01; u
0
2; u

0
3; v

0
1; v

0
2; v

0
3 for the frequencies of the phenogeno-

types in the next (i.e. the offspring) generation, and

assuming equal fitnesses, the evolution of the system is

described by the recursions

u01 ¼ a1p
2
1m1 þ p1p2ðb1 þ g1Þm2 þ d1p

2
2m4; ð3aÞ

u02 ¼ 2a2p1q1m1 þ ðp1q2 þ p2q1Þðb2 þ g2Þm2

þ 2d2p2q2m4; ð3bÞ
u03 ¼ a3q

2
1m1 þ q1q2ðb3 þ g3Þm2 þ d3q

2
2m4; ð3cÞ

with the recursions for v1; v2; v3 obtained by replacing

ai;bi; gi; di by 1� ai, 1� bi, 1� gi, 1� di.

From the recurrence equations (3) we obtain the geno-

typic frequencies in the population of offspring:

u01 þ v01 ¼ p2 þ mkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2; ð4aÞ
u02 þ v02 ¼ 2pq� 2mkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2; ð4bÞ
u03 þ v03 ¼ q2 þ mkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2: ð4cÞ

These equations are independent of the phenotypic trans-

mission parameters because the phenotypic differences

Table 1. Rules of phenotypic transmission.

offspring probabilities
(given offspring’s genotype)parental

phenotypes
M � F AA1 AA2 Aa1 Aa2 aa1 aa2

1 � 1 a1 1� a1 a2 1� a2 a3 1� a3

1 � 2 b1 1� b1 b2 1� b2 b3 1� b3

2 � 1 g1 1� g1 g2 1� g2 g3 1� g3

2 � 2 d1 1� d1 d2 1� d2 d3 1� d3

74 M.W. Feldman et al.
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have no impact on the transmission of genetic variants

between generations in the absence of selection.

Equations (4) are therefore ordinary recurrence equations

in the genotypic frequencies. Because selection is absent,

the allele frequency remains constant, p0 ¼ u01 þ
v01 þ u02=2þ v02=2 ¼ p, and we can rewrite the recurrence

equations (4) in terms of Wright’s inbreeding coefficient

in the next generation, F 0:

u01 þ v01 ¼ p2 þ F 0pq; ð5aÞ
u02 þ v02 ¼ 2pqð1� F 0Þ; ð5bÞ
u03 þ v03 ¼ q2 þ F 0pq; ð5cÞ

where

F 0 ¼ mkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2
pq

ð6Þ

measures the deviation of the genotypic frequencies from

Hardy–Weinberg proportions. As long as the allele fre-

quencies differ between phenotypic classes, i.e. p1 6¼ p2,

the heterozygote frequency is reduced by the combined

effects of genotype–phenotype interactions and assort-

ment by phenotype, and the homozygotes are correspond-

ingly more frequent. The allele frequencies in the

offspring generation can also be calculated. Thus, from

Table 2. Mating and transmission.

Mating
Offspring Probabilities

M � F Frequency AA1 AA2 Aa1 Aa2 aa1 aa2

AA1 � AA1 u21ð1� mÞ þ mu21=k a1 1� a1

AA1 � AA2 u1v1ð1� mÞ b1 1� b1

AA2 � AA1 u1v1ð1� mÞ g1 1� g1
AA2 � AA2 v21ð1� mÞ þ mv21=ð1� kÞ d1 1� d1

AA1 � Aa1 u1u2ð1� mÞ þ mu1u2=k
1
2
a1

1
2
ð1� a1Þ 1

2
a2

1
2
ð1� a2Þ

AA1 � Aa2 u1v2ð1� mÞ 1
2
b1

1
2
ð1� b1Þ 1

2
b2

1
2
ð1� b2Þ

AA2 � Aa1 u2v1ð1� mÞ 1
2
g1

1
2
ð1� g1Þ 1

2
g2

1
2
ð1� g2Þ

AA2 � Aa2 v1v2ð1� mÞ þ mv1v2=ð1� kÞ 1
2
d1

1
2
ð1� d1Þ 1

2
d2

1
2
ð1� d2Þ

AA1 � aa1 u1u3ð1� mÞ þ mu1u3=k a2 1� a2

AA1 � aa2 u1v3ð1� mÞ b2 1� b2

AA2 � aa1 u3v1ð1� mÞ g2 1� g2

AA2 � aa2 v1v3ð1� mÞ þ v1v3m=ð1� kÞ d2 1� d2

Aa1 � AA1 u1u2ð1� mÞ þ mu1u2=k
1
2
a1

1
2
ð1� a1Þ 1

2
a2

1
2
ð1� a2Þ

Aa1 �AA2 u2v1ð1� mÞ 1
2
b1

1
2
ð1� b1Þ 1

2
b2

1
2
ð1� b2Þ

Aa2 � AA1 u1v2ð1� mÞ 1
2
g1

1
2
ð1� g1Þ 1

2
g2

1
2
ð1� g2Þ

Aa2 � AA2 v1v2ð1� mÞ þ mv1v2=ð1� kÞ 1
2
d1

1
2
ð1� d1Þ 1

2
d2

1
2
ð1� d2Þ

Aa1 � Aa1 u22ð1� mÞ þ mu22=k a1=4 ð1� a1Þ=4 1
2
a2

1
2
ð1� a2Þ a3=4 ð1� a3Þ=4

Aa1 � Aa2 u2v2ð1� mÞ b1=4 ð1� b4Þ=4 1
2
b2

1
2
ð1� b2Þ b3=4 ð1� b3Þ=4

Aa2 � Aa1 u2v2ð1� mÞ g1=4 ð1� g1Þ=4 1
2
g2

1
2
ð1� g2Þ g3=4 ð1� g3Þ=4

Aa2 � Aa2 v22ð1� mÞ þ mv22=ð1� kÞ d1=4 ð1� d1Þ=4 1
2
d2

1
2
ð1� d2Þ d3=4 ð1� d3Þ=4

Aa1 � aa1 u2u3ð1� mÞ þ mu2u3=k
1
2
a2

1
2
ð1� a2Þ 1

2
a3

1
2
ð1� a3Þ

Aa1 � aa2 u2v3ð1� mÞ 1
2
b2

1
2
ð1� b2Þ 1

2
b3

1
2
ð1� b3Þ

Aa2 � aa1 u3v2ð1� mÞ 1
2
g2

1
2
ð1� g2Þ 1

2
g3

1
2
ð1� g3Þ

Aa2 � aa2 v2v3ð1� mÞ þ mv2v3=ð1� kÞ 1
2
d2

1
2
ð1� d2Þ 1

2
d3

1
2
ð1� d3Þ

aa1 � AA1 u1u3ð1� mÞ þ mu1u3=k a2 ð1� a2Þ
aa1 � AA2 u3v1ð1� mÞ b2 ð1� b2Þ
aa2 � AA1 u1v3ð1� mÞ g2 ð1� g2Þ
aa2 � AA2 v1v3ð1� mÞ þ mv1v3=ð1� kÞ d2 ð1� d2Þ
aa1 � Aa1 u2u3ð1� mÞ þ mu2u3=k

1
2
a2

1
2
ð1� a2Þ 1

2
a3

1
2
ð1� a3Þ

aa1 � Aa2 u3v2ð1� mÞ 1
2
b2

1
2
ð1� b2Þ 1

2
b3

1
2
ð1� b3Þ

aa2 � Aa1 u2v3ð1� mÞ 1
2
g2

1
2
ð1� g2Þ 1

2
g3

1
2
ð1� g3Þ

aa2 � Aa2 v2v3ð1� mÞ þ mv2v3=ð1� kÞ 1
2
d2

1
2
ð1� d2Þ 1

2
d3

1
2
ð1� d3Þ

aa1 � aa1 u23ð1� mÞ þ mu23=k a3 1� a3

aa1 � aa2 u3v3ð1� mÞ b3 1� b3

aa2 � aa1 u3v3ð1� mÞ g3 1� g3

aa2 � aa2 v23ð1� mÞ þ mv23ð1� kÞ d3 1� d3
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Equations (3) we have

k0p01¼m1ða1p
2
1þa2p1q1Þ

þm2 ðb1þg1Þp1p2þ
b2þg2

2
ðp1q2þp2q1Þ

� �
þm4 d1p

2
2þd2p2q2

� �
;

ð7aÞ

ð1�k0Þp02¼m1 ð1�a1Þp21þð1�a2Þp1q1
� �

þm2 ð2�b1�g1Þp1p2þ 1�b2þg2

2

� �
ðp1q2þp2q1Þ

� �
þm4 ð1�d1Þp22þð1�d2Þp2q2

� �
;

ð7bÞ
where the overall frequency of phenotype 1 among the

offspring is

k0 ¼ m1 a1p
2
1 þ 2a2p1q1 þ a3q

2
1

� 	
þ m2 ðb1 þ g1Þp1p2 þ ðb2 þ g2Þðp1q2 þ p2q1Þ½
þ ðb3 þ g3Þq1q2� þ m4 d1p

2
2 þ 2d2p2q2 þ d3q

2
2

� 	
: ð8Þ

The allele frequencies in the whole population are invari-

ant, but the frequencies within the phenotypes can change

as a consequence of the genotype-dependent vertical cul-

tural transmission.

Since p is invariant, the dynamical system can be

expressed in terms of two variates, namely the frequency

k of phenotype 1 and the frequency p1 of allele A within

phenotype 1; these parameters determine the allele fre-

quency within phenotype 2 as p2 ¼ ðp� kp1Þ=ð1� kÞ.
Thus, Equations (7) and (8) describe a two-dimensional

dynamical system. The parameters of the model are the

initial allele frequency, p, the propensity towards assorta-

tive mating, m, and the twelve phenotypic transmission

parameters in Table 1. To help in the analysis of various

phenomena, we also consider a simpler transmission

scheme, which we call bilinear and which is specified by

just five parameters.

A bilinear transmission scheme

We introduce probabilities of acquisition of the phenotype

that, in terms of the offspring genotypes, are reminiscent

of Fisher’s original model of genotypic effects. In addi-

tion, these transmission probabilities include a component

that represents the phenotypes of both parents. Table 3

presents these special values of the general model of

Table 1.

We can interpret the transmission rules of Table 3 as a

kind of parental niche construction acting on the pheno-

type of the offspring. The phenotypic configurations of

the parents constitute an environmental niche that, along

with the offspring’s genotype, determines the distribution

of offspring phenotypes in the population. When the off-

spring become parents, they will, in turn, provide the

niche in which their offsprings’ phenotypes develop.

An alternative interpretation in terms of epigenetics is

also possible. The probability that an offspring of geno-

type AA, say, expresses phenotype 1, for example,

depends on h (and t as well), which might be interpreted

as the level of methylation of AA due to the effects of a

parent having phenotype 1. In other words, h can be

viewed as an epigenetic regulator of the phenotype

expressed by the three genotypes AA, Aa, and aa. A more

general model might include a second site B=b, which is

the direct target of the epigenetic mark, whose state

depends on the parental phenotypes and alters the chance

the A=a genotypes express phenotype 1.
The parameter b is a baseline probability of acquiring

the trait 1 in the absence of parental transmission. The

parameters a and s describe the effect of the offspring’s

genotype on its phenotype. The effect of allele A is given

by a, in that the homozygote AA has an added probability

of 2a of acquiring the trait compared to the aa homozy-

gote. The effect of heterozygote Aa is described in relative

terms by s so the added probability that a heterozygote

acquires the trait is sa. As a matter of choice we assume

a > 0, i.e. genotype AA has an increased chance of

becoming phenotype 1. In Fisherian terms, s reflects the

degree of genetic dominance of allele A with respect

to allele a; s ¼ 2 means that A is completely dominant,

s ¼ 1 means that A is additive, and s ¼ 0 means that A is

completely recessive to a with respect to acquisition of

phenotype 1. The parameters h and t describe the effects

of the parental phenotypes on the offspring phenotype.

Positive h means that offspring of parents possessing phe-

notype 1 have an increased probability of acquiring phe-

notype 1, whereas for a negative h, parental phenotype 1

discourages the development of a similar phenotype

among the offspring. The model is sex symmetric, and h

describes the influence of a parental phenotype 1 in the

sense that the mating 1� 1 adds the effect 2h to the prob-

ability of phenotype 1 among offspring compared to 2� 2

matings. The effect of the mating 1� 2 (or 2� 1) on the

phenotype of an offspring is described by th, where t rep-

resents a kind of environmental dominance in parental sta-

tus. If, e.g., t ¼ 2, the probability that an offspring is

Table 3. Bilinear transmission scheme.a

Probability that offspring is phenotype 1
Mating
M � F AA Aa aa

1 � 1 a1 ¼ 2hþ 2aþ b a2 ¼ 2hþ saþ b a3 ¼ 2hþ b
1 � 2 b1 ¼ g1 ¼ thþ 2aþ b b2 ¼ g2 ¼ thþ saþ b b3 ¼ g3 ¼ thþ b
2 � 1 b1 ¼ g1 ¼ thþ 2aþ b b2 ¼ g2 ¼ thþ saþ b b3 ¼ g3 ¼ thþ b
2 � 2 d1 ¼ 2aþ b d2 ¼ saþ b d3 ¼ b

a See Table 1 for the definition of ai;bi; g i; di. 0 � s; t � 2 and all transmission probabilities are nonnegative, e.g. 0 � 2hþ 2aþ b � 1.
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phenotype 1 is the same in the case that both parents have

phenotype 1 as in the case that only one has phenotype 1.

If the parents’ phenotypes have no effect, then h ¼ 0,

while an absence of genetic effects is expressed by a ¼ 0.

Substitution of the transmission parameters from

Table 3 into Equation (8) produces the simpler recursion

k0 ¼ bþ 2a½pþ ðs � 1Þpqð1� F 0Þ�
þ 2h k � ð1� tÞð1� mÞkð1� kÞ½ � ð9Þ

for the phenotypic frequency. If cultural transmission is

absent (h ¼ 0) the phenotypic frequency is k0 ¼ bþ 2ap,

which remains constant because p is constant. In the ana-

lytical treatment of cultural and genetic transmission we

assume no genetic dominance and set s ¼ 1, since this

results in significant simplification of this equation. The

effect of this assumption will be explored in the numerical

treatment. Likewise Equation (9) simplifies considerably

if we assume no environmental dominance in parental sta-

tus, i.e. t ¼ 1 and it becomes

k0 ¼ bþ 2apþ 2hk: ð10Þ

In the following analysis of the dynamics of the model we

shall assume t ¼ 1, and the analysis for the general case

0 � t � 2 is given in Appendix 1.

Recursion (10) has a unique equilibrium given by

k̂ ¼ bþ 2ap

1� 2h
ð11Þ

and convergence to this equilibrium always occurs,

because (10) may be written

k0 � k̂ ¼ 2hðk � k̂Þ ð12Þ

and 0 � 2h � 1.

Recursion (7a) describing the change in allele fre-

quency within phenotype 1 simplifies in the bilinear

model with s ¼ t ¼ 1 to become

k0ðp01 � pÞ ¼ apqþ hð1þ mÞkðp1 � pÞ

þ amk

1� k
ðp1 � pÞ2: ð13Þ

Equilibria of (13) are the two roots of gðp̂1 � pÞ ¼ 0

where

gðpÞ ¼ apqþ k̂ ð1þ mÞh� 1½ �pþ amk̂

1� k̂
p2: ð14Þ

We have gð0Þ � 0, and in Appendix 1 we show that

gð1� pÞ � 0. Thus there exists a unique valid equilibrium

p̂1 in the interval p � p̂1 � 1.

In evaluating the convergence of p1 to the equilibrium,

p̂1, it may be assumed that k is as close to its equilibrium

value as we wish, because from (12) the convergence

of k is independent of p1. Thus, from Equation (13) with

k ¼ k̂ and the equilibrium equation gðp̂1 � pÞ ¼ 0 we

obtain

p01� p̂1 ¼ðp1� p̂1Þ hð1þmÞþðp1þ p̂1�2pÞma
1� k̂

� �
: ð15Þ

The bracketed term in (15) may be rewritten as

hð1þ mÞ þ am ðp1 � p2Þ þ ðp̂1 � p̂2Þ½ � and, since 2aþ
2h < 1, this sum is less than unity in absolute value. This

assures convergence of p1 to p̂1.

These results can be extended to include phenotypic

dominance, i.e. 0 � t � 2 (see Appendix 1). The pheno-

type frequency k converges to the unique valid root, k̂ , of

the quadratic equation

bþ 2apþ k½2thþ 2hmð1� tÞ � 1�
þ 2k2ð1� mÞhð1� tÞ ¼ 0

ð16Þ

and the allele frequency p1 converges to the unique valid

root of the quadratic equation f ðp1 � pÞ ¼ 0 where

f ðp1 � pÞ ¼amðp1 � pÞ2
1� k̂

þ
n
2h½ð1� mÞk̂ þ m�

þ thð1� mÞð1� 2k̂Þ � 1
o
ðp1 � pÞ þ apq

k̂
:

ð17Þ

Variance analysis

In the calculations of the quantitative genetic variances

and covariances, it is convenient to assign the value 1 to

phenotype 1 and the value 0 to phenotype 2. The observ-

able quantity is then a Bernoulli random variable; the pop-

ulation mean is k and the population variance is

Vp ¼ kð1� kÞ. We will assume that the population is at

equilibrium, and although it is difficult to prove conver-

gence to equilibrium in the general case, numerical

iterations suggest that convergence always occurs. For

simplicity we delete the carets from equilibrium frequen-

cies, i.e. k; pi, F, ui and vi should be understood as

k̂ ; p̂i; F̂ ; ûi and v̂i unless otherwise indicated.
The average phenotype of individuals with a given

genotype is called the genotypic value of that genotype

(Table 4). Since the frequency of AA is u1 þ v1 and within

AA the chance that an individual is phenotype 1 is

u1=ðu1 þ v1Þ, the average phenotypic value of AA is

u1=ðu1 þ v1Þ. It is convenient to express the genotypic

values as deviations from the population mean, the

so-called genotypic effects gAA, gAa and gaa (Table 4). The

mean genotypic effect in the population is then zero (see

Falconer, 1996, ch. 7).

The genotypic variance VG is defined as the variance

among the genotypic values, or equivalently the variance
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among the genotypic effects. Thus

VG ¼ ½u1=ðu1 þ v1Þ � k�2ðu1 þ v1Þ þ ½u2=ðu2 þ v2Þ � k�2
� ðu2 þ v2Þ þ ½u3=ðu3 þ v3Þ � k�2ðu3 þ v3Þ

¼ u21
u1 þ v1

þ u22
u2 þ v2

þ u23
u3 þ v3

� k2:

ð18Þ

The variance among individuals within genotype i is again

the Bernoulli variance, with probability corresponding to

the genotypic value ui=ðui þ viÞ, that is,

VWGi
¼ ui

ui þ vi
1� ui

ui þ vi

� �
¼ uivi

ðui þ viÞ2
:

The population average of these within-genotype varian-

ces is referred to as the environmental variance

VE ¼ u1v1

ðu1 þ v1Þ2
ðu1 þ v1Þ þ u2v2

ðu2 þ v2Þ2
ðu2 þ v2Þ

þ u3v3

ðu3 þ v3Þ2
ðu3 þ v3Þ

¼ u1v1

u1 þ v1
þ u2v2

u2 þ v2
þ u3v3

u3 þ v3
:

ð19Þ

The environmental variance describes the variation resid-

ual to that given by the genotypic variance. The popula-

tion variance is therefore given by

kð1� kÞ ¼ VG þ VE: ð20Þ
The environmental variance describes the unavoidable

variance due to the probabilistic nature of the transmission

in our model and to the phenotypic differences between an

individual’s parents.

It is customary to partition the genotypic variance into

a component due to the variation in allelic effects, usually

called the genic or additive variance, VA, and a residual

variance, which in a one-locus model is ascribed to geno-

typic variation due to effects of dominance between

alleles. The additive variance is defined in terms of the

additive effects of the genotypes, and these are defined as

the sum of the average effects of the alleles in the geno-

type, which for A and a are denoted by e1 and e2, respec-

tively (Table 4). The additive specification of the

genotypic effects implies that the mean additive effect of

the alleles in the population is zero,

e1pþ e2q ¼ 0: ð21Þ

The concept of the average (additive) effects of alleles

is discussed at length by Falconer (1989, p. 115 et sequ).

They are functions of the genotypic deviations and in our

context we may derive these average effects by following

the method of Moran (1962) (see also Ewens, 2004,

pp. 6–11). This approach minimizes the residual variance

obtained by fitting a linear model of the allelic contribu-

tions to the genotypic values. Thus,

VR ¼ ðgAA � 2e1Þ2ðu1 þ v1Þ þ ðgAa � e1 � e2Þ2ðu2 þ v2Þ
þ ðgaa � 2e2Þ2ðu3 þ v3Þ

is minimized with respect to e1 and e2. The result is the

so-called dominance variance

VD ¼ðgAA2ê1Þ2ðu1 þ v1Þþ ðgAa � ê1 � ê2Þ2ðu2 þ v2Þ
þ ðgaa � 2ê2Þ2ðu3 þ v3Þ;

ð22Þ

where ê1 and ê2 are the average effects at the minimum of

VR.

Differentiating VR with respect to e1 and e2 and setting

the derivatives to zero produces the equations

2ðgAA � 2e1Þðu1 þ v1Þ þ ðgAa � e1 � e2Þðu2 þ v2Þ ¼ 0

ð23aÞ

and

2ðgaa � 2e2Þðu3 þ v3Þ þ ðgAa � e1 � e2Þðu2 þ v2Þ ¼ 0;

ð23bÞ

which allow us to determine e1 and e2. Adding these

equations produces (21). Substituting the values for

gAA; gAa; gaa from Table 4, rewriting (23a) as

kðp� p1Þ þ 2e1ðu1 þ v1Þ þ 1

2
ðe1 þ e2Þðu2 þ v2Þ ¼ 0;

Table 4. Genotypic values.a

genotype

AA Aa aa

frequency u1 þ v1 u2 þ v2 u3 þ v3

genotypic value
u1

u1 þ v1

u2

u2 þ v2

u3

u3 þ v3

genotypic effect gAA ¼ u1

u1 þ v1
� k gAa ¼ u2

u2 þ v2
� k gaa ¼ u3

u3 þ v3
� k

additive specification 2e1 e1 þ e2 2e2

a e1 and e2 are the average effects of alleles A and a, respectively, and these are estimated by ê1 and ê2 given in Equations (25) and (26).
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and substituting e2 ¼ �e1p=q from (21), we obtain

kðp1 � pÞ ¼ 2ðu1 þ v1Þ þ ðq� pÞ
2q

ðu2 þ v2Þ
� �

e1: ð24Þ

Writing ðu1 þ v1Þ and ðu2 þ v2Þ as in Equations (5) and

collecting terms yields the solution

ê1 ¼ kðp1 � pÞ
pð1þ FÞ ¼ kð1� kÞ ðp1 � p2Þ

pð1þ FÞ : ð25Þ

Similarly,

ê2 ¼ kðq1 � qÞ
qð1þ FÞ ¼ �kðp1 � pÞ

qð1þ FÞ ¼ �kð1� kÞ ðp1 � p2Þ
qð1þ FÞ :

ð26Þ
Note that the average of the allelic effects derived in this

way is indeed zero (see Equation (21)) as was the average

of the genotypic values. The average effect of substituting

allele A for a is

ê1 � ê2 ¼ kð1� kÞ ðp1 � p2Þ
pqð1þ FÞ ¼ ê; ð27Þ

say. In terms of the average effect of substitution we may

therefore write

ê1 ¼ qê; ê2 ¼ �pê: ð28Þ

The average effect of substitution, ê, is a function of

the phenotype frequencies, of the allele frequencies within

phenotypes, and of the deviation from Hardy–Weinberg

proportions in the population. These effects are defined

for a given frequency configuration within a population

and they are not valid for populations with other pheno-

type frequencies, allele frequencies within phenotypes, or

genotypic frequencies, even when the genotypic effects

are the same.

The additive genetic variance is the variance in the

additive genotypic effects. From Table 4 it is given by

VA ¼ 4ê21ðu1 þ v1Þ þ ðê1 þ ê2Þ2ðu2 þ v2Þ þ 4ê22ðu3 þ v3Þ:
ð29Þ

This expression simplifies by inserting the average allele

effects in the form (26) and the genotypic frequencies

from Equations (5) to give

VA ¼ f4ðp2 þ FpqÞq2 þ 2pqð1� FÞðp� qÞ2

þ 4ðq2 þ FpqÞp2	gê2
¼ 2pqð1þ FÞê2:

ð30Þ

Equation (30) assumes the form derived by Fisher (1918)

for the additive genetic variance when F ¼ 0 as in the

case of random mating (m ¼ 0). Equation (30) is also

reminiscent of the form for the genetic variance with

inbreeding exhibited by Falconer (1996) in his Table 15.1

when m ¼ 0.

The residual variance is the dominance variance, VD

(22), and after considerable algebra, it reduces to

VD ¼ fu2ð1þFÞþ 2ð1�FÞk½p1ð2p� 1Þ� pðpþFqÞ�g2
4ð1�F2Þpqðpþ qFÞðqþ pFÞ ;

ð31Þ
and with random mating (F ¼ 0),

VD ¼ 1

p2q2
kðp1q2 þ q1p

2Þ� 1

2
u2

� �2
: ð32Þ

The additive and dominance variances partition the

genotypic variance into two components, namely

VG ¼ VA þ VD; ð33Þ

thus extending the classical variance partition in (20). This

partition has proven useful in describing population varia-

tion because it is closely related to familial correlations in

classical genetic models, where the only source of familial

aggregation of phenotypes is genetic. Thus, the covari-

ance between a parent and its offspring is 1
2
VA, so VA is

an expression of the part of the phenotypic variation that

is transmissible via the passage of genetic material from

parents to offspring. This has motivated the consideration

of the heritability

h2 ¼ VA

VP

ð34Þ

as the fraction of the phenotypic variance that is geneti-

cally transmissible. This is sometimes called the narrow

sense heritability, because it only considers the additive

part of the genetic variation while the broad sense herita-

bility also includes non-additive genetic variation, i.e.

VG=VP, with VP ¼ kð1� kÞ.
Heritability was originally designed to measure the

genetic transmission from parents to offspring. The addi-

tive variance is the variance of the allele effects e1 (25)

and e2 (26), and these depend on the details of the genetic

and phenotypic frequencies in the population. Therefore,

a value of heritability estimated in one population cannot

be expected to describe the genetic transmission of the

character in another population. It follows that an

observed value of the heritability of a trait does not con-

tribute to an assessment of the genetic basis of population

differences in mean phenotype.

Cultural transmission breaks the simple relationship

between the familial correlations and the genetic compo-

nents of the variance derived in this section. For instance,

the parent–offspring correlation will be inflated due to the

direct vertical transmission of parental phenotypes to their

offspring. To separate this phenotypic transmission from

effects of genetic transmission, we need to study familial

aggregation of the trait in cases where either the biological

or the cultural link has been broken. For parent–offspring

relations this can be achieved (to some extent) by studying

relations between foster parents and adopted offspring and
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between biological parents and their offspring adopted

away.

Adoptions

The cultural link between biological parents and offspring

is broken in early adoption, and with no subsequent con-

tact between the child and the biological parents cultural

transmission is unlikely. The genetic transmission of a

studied trait can thus be independently evaluated. Break-

ing the cultural link is a special case of the general need to

control the effects of common environment in the study of

inheritance of quantitative traits. Adoption does not break

the effects of the environment experienced by the fetus in

utero, however.

In the proper statistical estimation of the relative con-

tributions of genotype and environment to a phenotype,

adoptions have played an important role. Our goal is to

estimate the non-genetic transmission of a trait and to this

end we compute means and variances of adopted individ-

uals and see how these differ from those of offspring

reared by their biological families.

Computation of variances among adopted individuals

is straightforward using the resemblance between individ-

uals and foster parents from Table 1. An individual of

genotype AA, brought up in the first type of family in

Table 1, acquires phenotype 1 with probability a1. If an

individual is Aa and is brought up in a family of the sec-

ond type, it acquires phenotype 1 with probability b2, etc.

Thus, the mean phenotype among adopted offspring is

mA ¼ ðu1 þ v1ÞM1 þ ðu2 þ v2ÞM2 þ ðu3 þ v3ÞM3 ð35Þ
where

M1 ¼m1a1 þ m2ðb1 þ g1Þ þ m4d1;
M2 ¼m1a2 þ m2ðb2 þ g2Þ þ m4d2;
M3 ¼m1a3 þ m2ðb3 þ g3Þ þ m4d3:

The variance among randomly adopted offspring is then

VA0 ¼ mAð1� mAÞ: ð36Þ

The average variance within adoptive families is

VWAF ¼ m1z1ð1� z1Þ þ m2½z2ð1� z2Þ þ z3ð1� z3Þ�
þ m4½z4ð1� z4Þ�; ð37Þ

where

z1 ¼ a1ðu1 þ v1Þ þ a2ðu2 þ v2Þ þ a3ðu3 þ v3Þ;
z2 ¼ b1ðu1 þ v1Þ þ b2ðu2 þ v2Þ þ b3ðu3 þ v3Þ;
z3 ¼ g1ðu1 þ v1Þ þ g2ðu2 þ v2Þ þ g3ðu3 þ v3Þ;
z4 ¼ d1ðu1 þ v1Þ þ d2ðu2 þ v2Þ þ d3ðu3 þ v3Þ

are the probabilities that a child adopted into each of the

four types of families acquires phenotype 1. Clearly, we

may rewrite our Equation (35) for the mean as

mA ¼ m1z1 þ m2z2 þ m2z3 þ m4z4: ð38Þ

Then the variance between adoptive families is the

difference

VBAF ¼ VA0 � VWAF

¼ m1z
2
1 þ m2ðz22 þ z23Þ þ m4z

2
4 � m2

A:
ð39Þ

Covariances between relatives

Throughout the following, we assume that the population

is at equilibrium, i.e. k0 ¼ k. Computation of the covari-

ance between the phenotypic values of monozygous (MZ)

twins, for example, is carried out by assuming that their

genotypes are identical. In the general model of Table 1,

for example, a pair of Aa1 twins occurs in an AA1 � Aa2
family with probability 1

2
b2
2. The resulting covariance

between MZ twins reared in the same family is given by

covðMZTÞþðkÞ2¼m1ða2
1p

2
1þ2a2

2p1q1þa2
3q

2
1Þ

þm2

h
ðb2

1þg2
1Þp1p2þðb2

2þg22Þ
�ðp1q2þp2q1Þþðb2

3þg2
3Þq1q2

i
þm4ðd21p22þ2d22p2q2þd23q

2
2Þ:

ð40Þ

The covariance between sibs reared together, cov(SST), is

the same as that of dizygous (DZ) twins reared together,

cov(DZT), in our model. This and the covariance between

a parent and its biological offspring living together, cov

(OPT), are given in Appendix 2. Note that for this dichot-

omous trait the parent–offspring covariance is the same

whether we use the mid-parent or a randomly chosen par-

ent. If bi 6¼ g i, however, the mother–offspring and father–

offspring covariances differ in a simple way.

Covariances that involve adopted offspring may be

computed in a manner analogous to that used to derive the

variances (36), (37) and (39). For example, the covariance

between MZ twins each raised in a randomly chosen

adoptive family is

covðMZAÞ
¼ ðu1 þ v1ÞM2

1 þ ðu2 þ v2ÞM2
2 þ ðu3 þ v3ÞM2

3 � m2
A:

ð41Þ

In the same way the covariance between a foster parent

and its adopted child is

covðFOPÞ ¼ m1z1 þ m2

ðz2 þ z3Þ
2

� kmA; ð42Þ

since zi represent the probabilities that a random offspring

placed in a family of type i acquires phenotype 1 while k

and mA are the parental and adopted offspring means,

respectively. In Appendix 2 we record the covariances

between biological sibs that are each randomly adopted,

and between an adopted sib and the biological child of its

adopting parents.

In the bilinear model of Table 3 the covariances sim-

plify somewhat if we assume no genetic dominance,
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s ¼ 1, and we have

covðMZTÞ ¼ 2a2pqþ 2ma2kð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2
þ 4ahð1þ mÞkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ
þ 4aðt � 1Þhm2ð1� 2kÞðp1 � p2Þ
þ 2h2ð1þ mÞkð1� kÞ
þ 2ðt � 1Þ2h2m2ð1� 2m2Þ
þ 4ðt � 1Þh2m2ð1� 2kÞ:

ð43Þ

With h ¼ 0 this reduces to

covðMZTÞ ¼ 2a2pqþ 2ma2kð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2: ð44Þ

In addition, the covariance between full biological sibs

(including DZ twins) is

covðSSTÞ ¼ a2½pqþ 3mkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2�
þ 2ð1þmÞkð1� kÞh2
þ4ðt� 1Þh2m2ð1� 2kÞ
þ2ðt� 1Þ2h2m2½1� 2kð1� kÞð1�mÞ�
þ4ahð1þmÞkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ
þ4aðt� 1Þhm2ð1� 2kÞðp1 � p2Þ:

ð45Þ

Finally,

covðOPTÞ ¼ ð1þ mÞkð1� kÞ½aðp1 � p2Þ þ h�
þ ðt � 1Þhð1� mÞkð1� kÞð1� 2kÞ: ð46Þ

Correlations between a pair of relatives may be

obtained from the covariance between them by dividing

by the product of the phenotypic standard deviations for

each of the two types of individuals. Assuming that the

population is at equilibrium, the appropriate denominator

becomes the phenotypic variance in the general popula-

tion, VP ¼ kð1� kÞ, for any relationship in which both

individuals were raised by their biological parents (e.g.

for rMZT; rDZT; rSST; rOPT). If both individuals were raised

in an adoptive family, the denominator becomes

mAð1� mAÞ (e.g. for rMZA; rDZA; rSSA; rSAA). Finally, if

one relative is raised by its biological parents and the

other by adoptive parents, the denominator becomesffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
kð1� kÞmAð1� mAÞ

q
(e.g. for rSAB; rFOP).

Discrete traits with continuous liabilities

The liability models of Carter (1961, 1964) and Falconer

(1965) describe correlations among relatives for a dichot-

omous character as a consequence of an underlying con-

tinuously varying character, which is heritable. This

character was envisioned to determine the liability of the

individual to a disease, such that individuals whose liabil-

ity exceeds a value, called the threshold, would have the

disease (Figure 1). Individuals with a liability below the

threshold are healthy. This formulation was originally

made with reference to the dichotomy between diseased

and healthy for such cases as pyloric stenosis or cleft pal-

ate, which are examples of diseases with a complex etiol-

ogy, where familial aggregation exists but with unknown

laws of transmission. For such diseases an analysis based

on an assumption of a distribution of liabilities seems rea-

sonable, although the model is applicable to any dichoto-

mous character. The phenotype 1 for the observable

discrete trait develops in individuals with a liability above

the threshold T , and individuals whose liability falls

below the threshold would have the phenotype 2.

The ideas of liability and threshold are shown in

Figures 1(a) and (b) where a Gaussian distribution of

liability is assumed and an individual whose liability

exceeds the threshold T takes the discrete trait value 1.

Falconer’s idea was that the affected individuals, whose

mean is A, should be regarded as selected from the general

population (Figure 1(a)) in the same way as desirable ani-

mals whose character value exceeds T are selected by a

breeder. The difference A� G is then called the selection

differential. Among the relatives (e.g. offspring or sibs)

of these type 1 individuals, the mean liability is R

(Figure 1(b)) and the variances of the two curves are

assumed to be equal. The difference R� G is called the

selection response in animal breeding. The ratio

b ¼ R� G

A� G
ð47Þ

is the regression of the liability of the relatives on that of

the selected individuals (who, when phenotype 1 is a dis-

ease, are called propositi). From Figures 1 we have

b ¼ 1

a
ðxg � xrÞ: ð48Þ

Now if P represents the liability of any individual in the

population and R that of a relative, b may be written as

b ¼ covðP;RÞ
V

; ð49Þ

where V is the variance of liability in the population. As

Falconer points out, Fisher’s expressions for the covarian-

ces in terms of coefficients of relationship allows the heri-

tability of liability to be estimated. For example, if there

is no genotype-environment covariance and the propositi

and their relatives are parents and children

b ¼ 1

2
h2; ð50Þ

where h2 is the heritability of liability. If the selected indi-

viduals and their relatives are sibs, we must assume that

there is no dominance variance to obtain b ¼ 1
2
h2. Of

course assortative mating for liability is ignored in these

calculations as is cultural inheritance. In general, under

these assumptions

b ¼ rh2; ð51Þ

where r is the coefficient of relationship between the

selected individuals and their relatives.
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In order to tie together the relations (48) and (51), Fal-

coner used the relationship between the incidences qg and

qr of type 1 individuals in the population and their rela-

tives, and the distances xg and xr. Thus, given qg, xg is

obtained from tables of the normal distribution; for exam-

ple, if qg ¼ 0:025, xg is about 1.96. Further, it is well

known that

a ¼ z

qg
; ð52Þ

where z is the height of the normal distribution at T ,

namely

z ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p exp � 1

2
x2g

� �
; ð53Þ

which can be found in standard tables. Thus

h2F ¼ b

r
¼ xg � xr

ra
¼ qgðxg � xrÞ

rz
: ð54Þ

Falconer (1965) provides a table of values x and a for

given incidences q.

The analysis just described has been widely used to

estimate the heritability of liability to diseases whose

transmission is complex. One example cited by Cavalli-

Sforza and Bodmer (1971, p. 557) concerns harelip,

whose incidence in the general population is 0.1% and in

first degree relatives is 3.5%. Using Falconer’s tables

these proportions give xg ¼ 3:09, xr ¼ 1:81 and a ¼ 3:37
(note the misprint in Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer’s book

where 3.7 is used). From (54) this gives an estimate of

h2 ¼ 0:77 for the heritability of the liability to the disease.
Note that this is not the heritability of harelip itself which

is 0.07 if estimated from 2rOPT.

The application of this liability analysis in our system

of discrete phenotypes takes phenotype 1 as the disease

and phenotype 2 as the normal phenotype. The incidence

of phenotype 1 in the general population is k and for most

purposes it would be reasonable to assume that equilib-

rium has been attained. To obtain the incidence, qr, in rel-

atives of individuals of phenotype 1 observe that

qr ¼ prob ½relative is 1jpropositus is 1�
¼ prob ½propositus and relative both 1�

prob ½propositus is 1�
ð55Þ

¼ cov ½propositus; relative� þ k2

k
: ð56Þ

For example, if the relatives are sibs, then the incidence in

relatives is qr ¼ ½cov ðSSTÞ=k� þ k, while if the proposi-

tus is a parent and the relative its offspring, then (56) is

qr ¼ ½cov ðOPTÞ=k� þ k. These are computed using (45)

and (46) when the transmission is of the bilinear form.

Another way to view the application of Falconer’s

method is to observe that (56) may be rewritten as

qr ¼ ð1� kÞrþ k; ð57Þ

where r is the correlation between the liabilities of an

individual and its relative, since the variance in both

groups is kð1� kÞ. In a similar way, the fraction qn of

phenotype 1 among the relatives of phenotype 2 individu-

als is

qn ¼ kð1� rÞ; ð58Þ

which reflects that relatives of an unaffected individual

are less likely to be affected than a random individual in

the population by a factor ð1� rÞ. This allows us to con-

struct a 2� 2 table of frequencies, as shown in Table 5.

From this table the usual x2 turns out to be exactly r2.

Another way of saying this is that r is the Pearson correla-

tion coefficient.

Falconer’s method has been criticized because of the

key assumption that the variance of the distribution of lia-

bility among the relatives of propositi is the same as in the

general population. Edwards (1969) suggested that a pro-

cedure, often termed “tetrachoric” analysis and due origi-

nally to Pearson (1900, 1904) and Everitt (1910), could

overcome this difficulty. In this analysis, liability in pro-

positi and their relatives is assumed to have a bivariate

Gaussian distribution as shown in Figure 2. The plane of

liabilities in the propositi and relatives is divided into four

quadrants by threshold T in propositi measured in units of

standard deviation from the respective means and

Table 5.

Propositus

Relatives phenotype 1 phenotype 2 Total

phenotype 1 k½k þ ð1� kÞr� kð1� kÞð1� rÞ k
phenotype 2 kð1� kÞð1� rÞ ð1� kÞ½ð1� kÞ þ kr� 1� k

Total k 1� k 1

Figure 2. Two-dimensional graph showing the incidence of a
trait in individuals and in their relatives. Based on a threshold
model of disease susceptibility. Here r ¼ 0:5.
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relatives. The other important parameter is the correlation,

r, between the two liabilities, which is 0.5 in Figure 2. It

should be noted that for some values of the phenotype

population frequency, and frequencies of the phenotype in

relatives, Falconer’s method may give heritabilities

greater than unity.

Within this framework, Edwards (1969) suggests the

approximate estimate for the correlation r:

r̂ ¼ 0:57 log k

�log qg � 0:44 log k� 0:26
; ð59Þ

where k ¼ qr=qg. Then the heritability h
2 is estimated by

h2E ¼ r̂

r
; ð60Þ

where r is the coefficient of relationship. Cavalli-Sforza

and Bodmer (1971, p. 563) use the harelip data to apply

(59). In this case qg ¼ 0:001 and qr=qg ¼ 35. Hence from

(59) r̂ ¼ 0:427 and since these are first degree relatives,

from (60) h2E ¼ 0:854 which is higher than the estimate of

0.77 obtained using Falconer’s method. Again this esti-

mate of the heritability of liability assumes no assortative

mating for liability, no cultural transmission, and, if the

relatives are sibs, no dominance variance.

Even though there may be an empirical estimate for

the extent of assortative mating for a dichotomous trait,

no such estimate can be obtained for the correlation

between the liabilities of mates. This must give us pause

as we attempt to interpret estimates of heritability of lia-

bility that are obtained under the assumption of no assor-

tative mating. In fact, assortment for liability may have a

significant effect on the estimate of heritability. Let us

assume that the correlation between the liability of mates

is mL. Fisher’s theory predicts that when the relatives are

parents and offspring, (50) should be replaced by

b ¼ 1

2
h2ð1þ mLÞ: ð61Þ

The estimate in (54) based on parent–offspring data there-

fore would become

h2 ¼ 2ðxg � xrÞ
að1þ mLÞ : ð62Þ

Compared to the value in (54), this is reduced by the fac-

tor ð1þ mLÞ. For sibs or dizygous twins, Fisher’s value

for b is more complex:

b ¼ 1

2
h2ð1þ mLh

2Þ; ð63Þ

and, to obtain the heritability of liability from data on sibs,

we solve the quadratic equation

1

2
mLðh2Þ2 þ 1

2
h2 � 1

a
ðxg � xrÞ ¼ 0 ð64Þ

using the root closest to the interval ð0; 1Þ. For example, in

the case of harelip, (54) gave an estimate of h2 ¼ 0:77
with first degree relatives, but the assumption of a marital

correlation for liability of mL ¼ 0:5 would produce new

estimates of h2 ¼ 0:51 from parents and offspring (using

(62)) and h2 ¼ 0:59 from sibs (using (64)).

Assortative mating may be taken into account in

Edward’s analysis in a similar way. For parent–offspring

data r ¼ 1
2
ð1þ mLÞ and for sib data r ¼ 1

2
ð1þ mLh

2Þ may

be used in Equation (60).

Whether assortative mating occurs at the level of lia-

bility or at the observable level of the trait may be difficult

to distinguish in practice. However, when the trait is an

ability or a skill, assortment may occur on the basis of the

trait (Creanza et al. 2012).

Numerical analysis

In order to explore the relationship between the model of

transmission and the statistics of familial aggregation, a

numerical analysis of the bilinear model of Table 3 was

carried out. A parametric grid of a;b and h was set up

with 0 � 2aþ 2hþ b � 1. For each choice of the triplet

ða;b; hÞ the genetic dominance, s, and parental domi-

nance t were each set in turn to 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. Recessiv-

ity, with values less than 1, is considered by interchanging

A and a. Two values of the assortative mating parameter

were used, m ¼ 0:0 and m ¼ 0:5. Then for each specifica-

tion of ða;b; h; s; tÞ, the allele frequency, p, was chosen

uniformly from 0.01 to 0.99 in 0.01 intervals; for each of

these 99 p values, the equilibrium of Equations (7) and (8)

was determined numerically (see supplemental Mathema-

tica file). To assess the speed with which this equilibrium

was attained, we also iterated the recursions starting with

a population composed entirely of individuals bearing

phenotype 2 (k ¼ 0), hence simulating a new trait that

appears within a population, which varies genetically in

its predilection to adopt the trait. In general, equilibrium

was rapidly approached. Across all of the combinations of

parameters considered in Tables 7–9 (see later in this sec-

tion), the distances that both k and p1 were away from

their equilibrium values fell to below 1% of their initial

distances by ten generations, with equilibration taking

longer when cultural transmission exhibited dominance

(t ¼ 2). Sample plots of the dynamics of k and p1 are pro-

vided in the supplemental Mathematica file.

At equilibrium we recorded the phenotypic mean k

(the frequency of phenotype 1), the population variance

kð1� kÞ, the gene frequency p of A, the variance among

adopted individuals, namely VA0 ¼ mAð1� mAÞ from

(36), the additive genetic variance VA (from (29)), and the

dominance variance VD (from (30)). Covariances and cor-

relations between the most commonly treated relatives

listed in Table 6 were also computed at equilibrium.

From these frequencies and covariances four quanti-

ties that have been used to estimate heritability of a trait

were computed. The first of these is based on the standard

calculation of additive genetic variance for additive traits

(Falconer 1996). Ignoring cultural transmission and

assortment, half the difference in mean phenotype

between AA and aa homozygotes provides an estimate of
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the average effect of the allele, which we denote by ξ:
ξ ¼ ½u1=ðu1 þ v1Þ � u3=ðu3 þ v3Þ�=2, so that the esti-

mated heritability is

h21 ¼ 2pqξ2=kð1� kÞ:

This will generally not give a good estimate of the true

heritability h2 ¼ VA=VP using Equations (26) and (29)

evaluated at the equilibrium of Equations (7) and (8)

unless assortment is absent (m ¼ 0), the genes are additive

(s ¼ 1), and cultural transmission is either absent (h ¼ 0)

or additive (t ¼ 1). The second tabulated heritability is

h22 ¼ 2rOPT=ð1þ mÞ

(Cavalli-Sforza & Bodmer 1971, p. 547), and when b ¼
h ¼ 0 and s ¼ 1 this is exactly equal to h2 as we show in

Appendix 3. In other words, when the family environment

(interpreted in terms of the parents’ phenotypes) plays no

role, the parent–offspring statistic gives an accurate esti-

mate of the heritability as long as it accounts for assorta-

tive mating.

We also record the two widely used estimates of heri-

tability based on twin correlations. These have been

widely used in human behavioral genetics to estimate her-

itability from observations on sets of MZ and DZ twins

(see Hay 1985, p. 221). The first, usually called

Holzinger’s H, is computed as

h23 ¼ ðrMZT � rDZTÞ=ð1� rDZTÞ:

The second, Nichols’ HR, has the form

h24 ¼ 2ðrMZT � rDZTÞ=rMZT:

It should be noted that an alternative form of h24, namely

2ðrMZT � rDZTÞ, has also been used in the literature.
The remaining estimates of heritability do not refer to

the trait itself, but to the liability of the trait, namely

Falconer’s and Edwards’ heritabilities h2F and h2E, given

by Equations (54) and (60). We record these estimates

based on sibs and parent–offspring pairs and list values

that do and do not take assortative mating into account

according to Equations (62) and (64). In making the

adjustments we have used a correlation mL ¼ 0:5 between

the liabilities of mates. The simulations, however, were

based on a phenotypic model of assortment with m ¼ 0 or

m ¼ 0:5.
In our investigations, the role of the baseline parame-

ter b was found to be relatively uninteresting, except inso-

far as it affected k and therefore the total variance

kð1� kÞ. Thus if h ¼ 0, for example, the change in rMZT

caused by changing b is due entirely to the change in the

value of the variance kð1� kÞ. Therefore, in order to con-

centrate on the roles of genetic and cultural effects (a and

h, respectively), b ¼ 0:1 will be assumed in the following

discussion, except where noted.

An example of the complete output for one parameter

sets is shown in Table 7. Each derived statistic is averaged

over the 99 different starting conditions, and the standard

deviation computed in the usual way. All values are com-

puted at the equilibrium of the dynamical system (7) and

(8). Even from the single parameter set examined in

Table 7 it is obvious that the estimates of heritability

h21; h
2
2; h

2
3 and h24 are widely discrepant. Table 7 also

records the standard and adjusted values of Falconer’s and

Edwards’ heritabilities of liabilities of the trait. For the

majority of p values used, both the standard and adjusted

Edwards’ estimates violated the validity criterion

Table 7. Example of results for the bilinear model with
a ¼ 0:2, h ¼ 0:2, b ¼ 0:1, a ¼ s ¼ 1, m ¼ 0:5. Equilibrium
values for each statistic were calculated using allele frequencies
from p ¼ 0:01 to 0:99 in intervals of 0:01, and we report the
means and standard deviations of these statistics across these 99
values of p. The number of cases where heritability estimates
fell outside of (0,1) is reported in square brackets (not reported if
all heritability values were valid).

statistic mean s.d.

k 0.500 0.191
kð1� kÞ 0.214 0.033
mAð1� mAÞ 0.214 0.033
p 0.500 0.287
VA 0.029 0.013
VD 0.000 0.000
h21 0.129 0.044
h22 0.489 0.032
h23 0.037 0.013
h24 0.236 0.056
h2 0.127 0.045

Covariance Correlation

Relationship mean s.d. mean s.d.

MZT 0.052 0.015 0.235 0.041
MZA 0.014 0.006 0.062 0.022
DZT = SST 0.045 0.013 0.206 0.031
DZA = SSA 0.007 0.003 0.033 0.012
OPT 0.079 0.016 0.367 0.024
FOP 0.064f 0.010 0.300 0.000
SAB 0.032 0.007 0.147 0.009
SAA 0.026 0.004 0.120 0.000

heritabilities
of liability

SST OPT SST(adj) OPT(adj)
h2F 0.705 1.283 [99] 0.552 0.855 [3]
h2E 2.996 [81] 2.890 [99] 0.954 [44a] 1.927 [94]

a For 24 of the remaining 99 values of p, h2E was complex and not
included.

Table 6. List of correlations between relatives.

symbol relationship

rMZT monozygous twins raised together
rMZA monozygous twins raised separately
rDZT dizygous twins raised together
rDZA dizygous twins raised separately
rSST full sibs raised together
rSSA full sibs raised separately
rSAB two unrelated individuals raised by the biological

parents of one
rSAA two unrelated adopted individuals raised in the same

home
rOPT a parent and his or her natural child raised by that parent
rFOP a parent and his or her foster child

84 M.W. Feldman et al.
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0 � h2 � 1, as did the standard Falconer estimate based

on OPT.

In order to demonstrate some of the more interesting

outcomes of the numerical analysis, we have chosen two

cases, a completely additive case s ¼ 1, t ¼ 1 and a case

with genetic and environmental dominance s ¼ 2, t ¼ 2.

The case s ¼ 1, t ¼ 1 is shown in Table 8 and s ¼ 2, t ¼
2 in Table 9. In both tables we have chosen three trans-

mission arrangements: ða; hÞ ¼ ð0:4; 0:0Þ, ð0:2; 0:2Þ and

ð0:0; 0:4Þ, with two levels of assortative mating: m ¼ 0

and m ¼ 0:5.
The main result seen from Tables 8 and 9 is that all

estimates of heritability are sensitive to the mode of trans-

mission. As transmission switches from being primarily

genetic (a ¼ 0:4, h ¼ 0) to primarily cultural (a ¼ 0,

h ¼ 0:4), the true heritability (h2, measured exactly from

VA=VP) declines. Heritability estimated from offspring–

parent correlations (h22), however, exhibits the opposite

pattern, confounding cultural transmission with genetic

transmission. Estimates of heritability based on liability

similarly tend to rise when cultural transmission replaces

genetic transmission. Heritability estimated from twins

(h23) exhibits better behavior in the sense of declining

when genetic transmission weakens, but the point esti-

mates for h23 often lie far from the true heritability.

Assortative mating increases all correlations between

relatives in a way that is enhanced by increased cultural

transmission. Heritabilities are also generally increased

by the assortment, although with h ¼ 0, h23 may actually

decrease as m goes from 0 to 0.5. For all of the heritabil-

ities of liability there is also an increase with m.

Larger dominance values (s and t) produce higher

equilibrium values of k. As expected, however, there is no

detectable effect on the additive genetic variance. The

dominance component VD obviously is affected by the

value of s. MZ twin correlations are all higher in Table 9

than in Table 8. Comparing the two tables, we see that

with s ¼ t ¼ 1, rMZT is not monotone decreasing as the

genetic contribution to transmission decreases, but rDZT
and rOPT are increasing as a decreases. With s ¼ t ¼ 2,

rMZT is decreasing as a decreases with m ¼ 0, but is not

monotone when m ¼ 0.5.

Table 8. Bilinear model: s ¼ 1, t ¼ 1.a

m ¼ 0 m ¼ 0:5

a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0 a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0

h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4 h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4

k 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
kð1� kÞ 0.198 0.214 0.250 0.198 0.214 0.250
p 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
VA 0.054 0.021 0.000 0.058 0.029 0.000
VD 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
rMZT 0.255 0.170 0.320 0.276 0.235 0.480
rDZT 0.128 0.140 0.320 0.159 0.206 0.480
rOPT 0.128 0.237 0.400 0.207 0.367 0.600

h21 0.255 0.094 0.000 0.276 0.129 0.000

h22 0.255 0.475 0.800 0.276 0.489 0.800

h23 0.148 0.035 0.000 [99] 0.142 0.037 0.000

h24 1.000 [22] 0.338 0.000 [99] 0.862 0.236 0.000

h2 0.255 0.094 0.000 0.276 0.127 0.000

Liability heritabilities: Falconer ðh2FÞ
m ¼ 0 m ¼ 0:5

a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0 a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0
h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4 h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4

SST 0.447 0.476 1.034 [99] 0.554 0.705 1.613 [99]
OPT 0.447 0.817 1.314 [99] 0.725 1.283 [99] 2.110 [99]
SST (adj)b 0.374 0.397 0.752 0.448 0.552 1.056 [99]
OPT (adj) 0.298 0.545 0.876 0.483 0.855 [3] 1.406 [99]

Liability heritabilities: Edwards ðh2EÞ
m ¼ 0 m ¼ 0:5

a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0 a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0
h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4 h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4

SST 1.282 [63] 0.220 [66] �11:433 [99] �1:082 [71] 2.996 [81] �5:728 [99]
OPT 1.282 [63] �0:011 [92] �7:160 [99] 0.626 [80] 2.890 [99] �4:770 [99]
SST (adj)b 0.538 [42] 0.493 [40] [always complex] 0.494 [43] 0.954 [44] [always complex]
OPT (adj) 0.855 [57] �0:007 [72] �4:773 [99] 0.417 [68] 1.927 [94] �3:180 [99]

a See legend for Table 7.
b Across this row of parameter values, h2E was complex in (15, 18, 99, 19, 24, 99) of the 99 values for p explored.
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The values of the heritabilities of liability serve to

emphasize the care that must be taken in using this con-

cept when the trait under study is not a rare disease. A key

illustration of this is the fact that for almost every parame-

ter set in Tables 8 and 9, the heritability of liability

computed using Edwards’ measure (59) turned out to be

greater than unity, negative, or, when adjusted for assorta-

tive mating using mL ¼ 1=2, complex. Falconer’s estimate

of the heritability based on liability (h2F) more often lies

between 0 and 1, except when levels of assortment and

cultural transmission are high. Even in cases where the

average value of h2F is valid, however, many of the point

estimates from a particular simulation with a given allele

frequency, p, lie outside of 0 and 1. For example, the

majority of point estimates for h2FðSSTÞ and h2FðOPTÞ
were above 1 in Table 9 when m ¼ 0:5.

The first point to observe about Falconer’s measure is

that as the level of cultural transmission, h, increases, the

estimated heritability of liability computed from sibs or

parents and offspring increases. When these values

are adjusted for assortment on liability, this may not be the

case, especially with sibs. These heritabilities also increase

when there is assortment for the trait itself ðm > 0Þ.
The fractional adjustment for mL ¼ 1=2 is greater in the

parent–offspring case than with sibs; it would be of interest

to determine whether this is a general phenomenon.

Finally, the estimated heritabilities vary with p in ways

that differ from the true heritability, h2, causing biases that

are highly sensitive to the underlying genetic details.

An aspect of quantitative inheritance that has received

less attention than it deserves is the role of gene frequency

in estimates of heritability. Since we kept track of both

equilibrium gene frequency and additive genetic varaince,

we are in a position to explore this relationship for differ-

ent vertical transmission schemes. Figure 3 shows how

the true heritability VA=VP varies with p for ða; hÞ ¼
ð0:4; 0Þ and ð0:2; 0:2Þ for each of m ¼ 0, m ¼ 0:5 using

the baseline transmission rate b ¼ 0:1 (panels (a) and (b))

or assuming a lower tendency of all individuals to adopt

the trait (b ¼ 0:0 in panels (c) and (d)). First, observe that

m does not affect the qualitative role of p; the curves with

m ¼ 0 and m ¼ 0:5 are quite close. However, as p

increases, h2 varies dramatically in all panels, particularly

when genetic and familial dominance are high.

Table 9. Bilinear model: s ¼ 2, t ¼ 2.a

m ¼ 0 m ¼ 0:5

a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0 a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0

h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4 h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4

k 0.635 0.727 0.890 0.621 0.670 0.809
kð1� kÞ 0.176 0.172 0.098 0.178 0.187 0.155
p 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
VA 0.065 0.022 0.000 0.066 0.032 0.000
VD 0.022 0.006 0.000 0.023 0.007 0.000
rMZT 0.425 0.201 0.078 0.432 0.297 0.418
rDZT 0.183 0.136 0.078 0.246 0.243 0.418
rOPT 0.154 0.156 0.088 0.255 0.350 0.476

h21 0.308 0.102 0.000 0.327 0.132 0.000

h22 0.308 0.311 0.175 0.341 0.467 0.635

h23 0.316 0.078 0.000 [99] 0.270 0.074 0.000

h24 1.193 [99] 0.665 0.000 [99] 0.961 [32] 0.339 0.000

h2 0.308 0.107 0.000 0.312 0.145 0.000

Liability heritabilities: Falconer ðh2FÞ
m ¼ 0 m ¼ 0:5

a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0 a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0
h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4 h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4

SST 0.665 0.509 0.445 0.896 [55] 0.917 [49] 2.054 [99]
OPT 0.542 0.589 0.503 0.916 [57] 1.397 [99] 2.421 [99]
SST (adj)b 0.511 0.411 0.374 0.646 0.677 1.260 [99]
OPT (adj) 0.361 0.393 0.335 0.611 0.931 [25] 1.614 [99]

Liability heritabilities: Edwards ðh2EÞ
m ¼ 0 m ¼ 0:5

a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0 a ¼ 0:4 a ¼ 0:2 a ¼ 0
h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4 h ¼ 0 h ¼ 0:2 h ¼ 0:4

SST 0.625 [92] 0.021 [99] �0:022 [99] 0.153 [94] 0.306 [99] �0:250 [99]
OPT �0:408 [92] �0:774 [99] �0:025 [99] 93.200 [96] 0.073 [99] �0:280 [99]
SST (adj)b 0.471 [67] 0.197 [78] �0:023 [99] 0.564 [65] 0.426 [70] �0:293 [99]
OPT (adj) �0:272 [85] �0:516 [99] �0:017 [99] 62.133 [92] 0.049 [99] �0:187 [99]

a See legend for Table 7.
b Across this row of parameter values, h2E was complex in (19, 17, 0, 24, 25, 0) of the 99 values for p explored.
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Furthermore, the nature of the relationship between p and

h2 depends on the inherent tendency to adopt the trait, b.

With b ¼ 0:1, the probability that an individual adopts a

trait based on Table 2 ranges from 0.1 to 0.9, leading to a

symmetric humped relationship between p and h2 (panel

(a)). With b ¼ 0, however, the probability of adopting a

trait ranges from only 0.0 to 0.8, causing heritability to be

very high (little stochasticity) when p is near 0.0 and the

trait is rarely expressed in families that transmit the trait

(panel (c)). Of course, in practice the frequencies of genes

Figure 3. Heritability VA=VP as a function of the equilibrium gene frequency when s ¼ t ¼ 1 (panels (a) and (c)) or s ¼ t ¼ 2 (panels
(b) and (d)), using the default value of b ¼ 0:1 (panels (a) and (b)) or b ¼ 0 (panels (c) and (d)). With b ¼ 0:1, the probability of adopt-
ing phenotype 1 (see Table 3) ranges from 0.1 (b) to 0.9 (2hþ 2s þ b), and heritability is highest when the allele frequency is interme-
diate (panels (a) and (b)). With b ¼ 0, the probability of adopting phenotype 1 ranges from 0 (b) to 0.8 (2hþ 2s þ b), creating an
asymmetry where the heritability is higher when allele frequencies are low because nearly all aa individuals then develop phenotype 2
(i.e. stochastic variation, which depresses heritability, is virtually absent).

Figure 4. Heritability estimated from familial correlations relative to the true underlying heritability, h2, varies as a function of the
underlying allele frequency, p. Panels: (a) h22, (b) h

2
3, (c) h

2
4, (d) h

2
F ðSSTÞ. In all figures: b ¼ 0:1, t ¼ 1, and s ¼ 1. Two combinations of

h and a are used, namely h ¼ a ¼ 0:2 (green curves) and h ¼ 0 and a ¼ 0:4 (purple curves). The full lines are results for assortative
mating (m ¼ 0:5), and broken lines show results for random mating (m ¼ 0). Because of the sensitivity of the various heritability esti-
mates of p, it is impossible to determine the extent of bias in a given estimate without knowing the underlying genetic details, including
allele frequencies.
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that contribute to quantitative traits are not estimable. This

makes it virtually impossible to infer the extent of genetic

transmission from heritability. For instance, a heritability

of 25% is compatible in our model, with a ¼ 0:2, h ¼ 0:2,
m ¼ 0:5 and p ¼ 0:1, as well as a ¼ 0:4, h ¼ 0 and p ¼
0:8 with either m ¼ 0 or m ¼ 0:5 ðs ¼ t ¼ 1;b ¼ 0Þ.
These rules of transmission are very different in terms of

the relative role of cultural transmission, and the gene fre-

quencies are not extreme. However, the heritability is the

same for the two transmission regimes.

Importantly, the estimated heritabilities vary with p in

ways that differ from the true heritability, h2, causing

biases to be highly sensitive to the underlying genetic

details. This sensitivity is illustrated in Figure 4, which

plots various estimates of heritability divided by h2. Severe

biases are often seen when the trait is very rare (p near 0)

or very common (p near 1). Even when dealing with inter-

mediate allele frequencies, none of the heritability meas-

ures explored in this figure perform well, particularly in the

presence of cultural transmission.

Discussion and conclusions

The most common procedures used to infer the relative

importance of genetic and non-genetic contributions to a

trait in humans have their origins in biometrical analysis

developed early in the twentieth century. Fisher’s funda-

mental study in 1918 showed that correlations between

relatives could be expressed in terms of genetic contribu-

tions, assortative mating, and allele frequencies. Although

the effect of environmental variation was lurking in the

background, it was never made specific. Thus, in applica-

tions of Fisher’s analysis, first to animal breeding but later

to human behaviors, the genetic assumptions inherent in

Fisher’s work were rarely questioned, and no particular

model for environmental transmission was considered.

Indeed, almost no quantification of potential cultural con-

tributions that might aggregate in families was introduced

until the 1970s (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1973). It is

still generally the case that genetic and non-genetic contri-

butions to human quantitative variation are expressed

using linear regression models.

The introduction of more detailed descriptions of the

process of cultural transmission has both advantages and

disadvantages. We have seen in this paper that simple

models of vertical cultural transmission superimposed on

simple one-locus genetic transmission produce closed

form expressions for correlations between relatives.

Different ways of estimating heritability can then yield

substantially different results, and the extent of these dif-

ferences depends on the relative importance of cultural

and genetic transmission. For the correlations themselves,

MZ twin and parent–offspring correlations are clearly

more strongly affected by the transmission rule than is the

sib–sib correlation (Tables 8 and 9). There is, however,

an interesting effect of assortative mating. In Table 9, for

example, rMZT decreases with increasing cultural trans-

mission when m ¼ 0, but not when m ¼ 1=2, while rOPT
increases with increasing cultural transmission for both

m ¼ 0 and m ¼ 1=2 in Table 8. This increase of rOPT with

increasing h might have been predicted because, after all,

the cultural transmission in our model is from parent to

child. But the non-monotonicity observed for rMZT is diffi-

cult to justify from first principles.

Our analysis has highlighted some unpleasant features

of estimates of the heritability of liability. These proper-

ties, notably estimates greater than unity, are not impor-

tant for traits that are rare in the population and relatively

rare in the relatives of propositi. But it does appear that

liability analysis may well be inappropriate for traits

whose frequencies are well above those of rare congenital

diseases such as pyloric stensis, cleft palate or club foot.

Our final point concerns the role of gene frequency.

For most quantitative traits, the value of p is completely

unknown. Yet even in Fisher’s original analysis, the vari-

ous components of genotypic variance depended on allele

frequencies. This dependence is highlighted in Figures 3

and 4, where the heritability decreases with p at a rate

which increases with the strength of genetic transmission.

This relationship between h2 and p must be kept in mind

when heritability is used to infer the model of transmis-

sion. The same heritability may be produced by quite dif-

ferent proportions of cultural and genetic transmission

with different gene frequencies. Since the latter are never

known, it is very risky to infer the relative importance of

a and h from h2.

Thus, secreted beneath commonly used summary statis-

tics for any trait with complex transmission is a universe of

possible transmission rules. By starting with these rules and

proceeding in reverse to produce the summary statistics,

the sensitivity of these statistics to the assumptions com-

monly made in quantitative genetics becomes clear.
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Appendix 1. Convergence of the bilinear model for

s ¼ 1, t 6¼ 1

In the analytical treatment of the bilinear transmission scheme of
Table 3 we assume s ¼ 1, h > 0 and 0 � t � 2.

The right side of (9) is a monotone increasing function of k.
There is a unique valid equilibrium k̂ of (9) that solves

bþ 2apþ k½2thþ 2hmð1� tÞ � 1�
þ k2ð1� mÞ2hð1� tÞ ¼ 0:

ð65Þ

Recursion (4a) simplifies to become

k0ðp01 � pÞ ¼ apqþam
k

1� k
ðp1� pÞ2 þhðp1 � pÞ

���
1þm

	
kþ �

t� 1
	�
1�m

	
k
�
1� 2k

	�
;

ð66Þ

where we have used ð1� kÞp2 ¼ p� kp1 and p1 � p2 ¼
ðp1 � pÞ=ð1� kÞ.

Consider first the case h ¼ 0 so that, from (9), k is constant
over time and equal to bþ 2ap. Then using (10) with h ¼ 0 we
may rewrite (66) as

p01 � p ¼ apq

bþ 2ap
þ amðp1 � pÞ2

1� b� 2ap
: ð67Þ

Clearly since a > 0 we have p01 > p in every generation
and dðp01 � pÞ=dðp1 � pÞ ¼ 2amðp1 � pÞ=ð1� b� 2apÞ > 0
so that p01 is monotone increasing in p1.

The fixed points of the recursion (67) are the roots of the
quadratic equation gðp1 � pÞ ¼ 0 where

gðpÞ ¼ p2 am

1� k
� pþ apq

k
: ð68Þ

Now obviously gð0Þ > 0 and for p1 ¼ 1 we get

gðqÞ ¼ q
ap

k
þ amq

1� k
� 1

h i
: ð69Þ

Substituting k ¼ bþ 2ap we see that gðqÞ < 0 if

apð1� b� 2apÞ þ amqðbþ 2apÞ
� ðbþ 2apÞð1� b� 2apÞ < 0:

The left side of this inequality is less than

�ðbþ apÞð1� b� 2apÞ þ aqðbþ 2apÞ
¼ �ðbþ apÞð1� b� 2aÞ � abq < 0:

There is therefore a single valid equilibrium, p̂1, of (67) to which
there is global convergence.

The case h 6¼ 0 is more difficult to analyze. Since (9) is inde-
pendent of p1 and p2 we may take k to be as close as we please to
its equilibrium value. Then using this value of k we may rewrite
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(66) as p01 � p ¼ hðp1 � pÞ where

hðpÞ ¼apq

k
þ amp2

1� k
þ 2h½ð1� mÞk þ m�p

þ thð1� mÞð1� 2kÞp:
ð70Þ

Since

@h

@p
¼ 2amp

1� k
þ hf2½ð1� mÞk þ m� þ tð1� mÞð1� 2kÞg; ð71Þ

provided that p > 0, hðpÞ is a monotone increasing function of
p. On substitution of p=ð1� kÞ ¼ p1 � p2 into the right-hand
side of (71), and using the fact that 2aþ 2h < 1, we have
j@h=@pj < 1.

The equilibria of (70), namely the roots of p1 � p ¼
hðp1 � pÞ, solve the quadratic equation f ðpÞ ¼ 0 where

f ðpÞ ¼ amp2

1� k
þ �

2h 1� mð Þk þ m½ �

þ th 1� mð Þ 1� 2kð Þ � 1
�
pþ apq

k
:

ð72Þ

Now

f ð0Þ ¼ apq

k
> 0:

Further

f ðqÞ ¼ amq2

1� k
þ q

�
2h 1� mð Þk þ m½ �

þ th 1� mð Þ 1� 2kð Þ � 1
�þ apq

k
:

ð73Þ

We claim that f ðqÞ < 0. In order to prove this note first that
f ðqÞ=q < 0 if

amq

1� k
þ 2h ð1� mÞk þ mþ tð1� mÞð1� kÞf g � 1þ ap

k
< 0:

ð74Þ

On substitution from (9) into (74) the latter becomes

amq

1� k
� bþ 2ap

k
þ ap

k
< 0: ð75Þ

Clearly for the truth of (75) it is sufficient that

ðbþ apÞð1� kÞ > aqk;

or

bþ ap > ðbþ aÞk: ð76Þ
In order to prove (76) we return to (65), and show that the valid
root k̂ of (65) satisfies

k̂ <
bþ 2ap

1� 2h
: ð77Þ

If (77) is true, then it is sufficient for (76) that
ðbþ apÞð1� 2hÞ > ðbþ aÞðbþ 2apÞ. But ð1� 2hÞ > bþ
2a, and

ðbþ apÞðbþ 2aÞ � ðbþ aÞðbþ 2apÞ ¼ abq > 0:

It remains to prove (77). The quadratic (65) is positive at k ¼ 0
and negative at k ¼ 1. We show that it is also negative at k ¼
ðbþ 2apÞ=ð1� 2hÞ: Substitute k ¼ ðbþ 2apÞ=ð1� 2hÞ into

the left side of (65) to obtain

bþ 2apþ bþ 2ap

1� 2h
½2thþ 2hmð1� tÞ � 1�

þ ðbþ 2apÞ2
ð1� 2hÞ2 2hð1� mÞð1� tÞ

¼ 2h
bþ 2ap

1� 2h

bþ 2ap

1� 2h
� 1

� �
ð1� mÞð1� tÞ

 �
: ð78Þ

But 1� 2h > bþ 2a > bþ 2ap so that (78) is negative.
Together with the fact that the quadratic (65) is negative at k ¼
1 this shows that the valid root of (65) is less than
ðbþ 2apÞ=ð1� 2hÞ. This concludes the proof that f ðqÞ < 0.

Since f ð0Þ > 0 and f ðqÞ < 0 there is a unique valid equi-
librium, p̂1, of (70). Since j@p01=@p1j < 1 this root must be glob-
ally stable. This completes the proof of convergence to valid
roots of (16) and (17).

Appendix 2. Covariances

CovðDZTÞþ ðkÞ2

¼m1


a2
1 p1� u2

4k

� �2

þ2a2
2 p1� u2

4k

� �
q1� u2

4k

� �
þ u22
16k2

� �

þa2
3 q1� u2

4k

� �2

þa2

u2

k
a1 p1� u2

4k

� �
þa3 q1� u2

4k

� �h i
þa1a3

u22
8k2

�

þm2


b2
1þg21

� 	
p1� u2

4k

� �
p2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

þ b23þg23
� 	

q1� u2

4k

� �
q2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

þ b22þg22
� 	

� p1� u2

4k

� �
q2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

þ p2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

q1� u2

4k

� �
þ u2v2

8kð1� kÞ
� �

þ b1b2þg1g2
2

� �
u2

k
p2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

þ v2

1� k
p1� u2

4k

� �� �

þ b1b3þg1g3ð Þ u2v2

8kð1� kÞþ
b3b2þg3g2

2

� �

� u2

k
q2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

þ v2

1� k
q1� u2

4k

� �� ��
þ m4


d21 p2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �2

þ2d22 p2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

q2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

þ v22

16ð1� kÞ2
" #

þ d23 q2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �2

þ d2v2

1� k
d1 p2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �

þ d3 q2� v2

4ð1� kÞ
� �� �

þ d1d3
v22

8ð1� kÞ2
�
:

(79)

CovðOPTÞ þ ðmean ParentÞ ðmean OffspringÞ
¼ CovðOPTÞ þ k2

¼ m1 a1p
2
1 þ a3q

2
1 þ 2a2p1q1

� 	þ m2

�
p1p2

b1 þ g1

2

� �

þ q1q2
b3 þ g3

2

� �
þ ðp1q2 þ p2q1Þ b2 þ g2

2

� ��
:

ð80Þ

Formula (80) gives the standard midparent–offspring covariance.
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Covariance between biological sibs raised in randomly

chosen adoptive families

CovðSSAÞ

¼


ðu1 þ v1Þ þ 1

4
ðu2 þ v2Þ

� �2
ð1� mÞ þ u1 þ 1

4
u2

� �2
m

k

þ v1 þ 1

4
v2

� �2
m

1� k

�
M2

1

þ

ðu2 þ v2Þ ðu1 þ v1Þ þ 1

4
ðu2 þ v2Þ

� �
ð1� mÞ

þ u2 u1 þ 1

4
u2

� �
m

k
þ v2 v1 þ 1

4
v2

� �
m

1� k

�
M1M2

þ 1

8
ðu2 þ v2Þ2ð1� mÞ þ 1

8
u22

m

k
þ v22

m

1� k

h i �
M1M3

þ


ðu1 þ v1Þ þ 1

2
ðu2 þ v2Þ

� �
ðu3 þ v3Þ þ 1

2
ðu2 þ v2Þ

� �
ð1� mÞ

þ ðu1 þ v1Þðu3 þ v3Þð1� mÞ þ u1u3
m

k
þ u1 þ 1

2
u2

� �
u3 þ 1

2
u2

� �
m

k

þ v1v3
m

1� k
þ v1 þ 1

2
v2

� �
v3 þ 1

2
v2

� �
m

1� k

�
M2

2

þ

ðu2 þ v2Þ ðu3 þ v3Þ þ 1

4
ðu2 þ v2Þ

� �
ð1� mÞ þ u2 u3 þ 1

4
u2

� �
m

k

þ v2 v3 þ 1

4
v2

� �
m

1� k

�
M2M3

þ


ðu3 þ v3Þ þ 1

4
ðu2 þ v2Þ

� �2
ð1� mÞ þ u3 þ 1

4
u2

� �2
m

k

þ v3 þ 1

4
v2

� �2
m

1� k

�
M2

3 � m2
A:

(81)

CovðSAAÞ ¼ m1z
2
1 þ m2z

2
2 þ m3z

2
3 þ m4z

2
4 � m2

A; ð82Þ

where Mi and zi are given following Equations (35) and (37),
respectively

Covariance between natural sib and foster sib raised by

the biological parents of one is

CovðSABÞ ¼ z1m1½p21a1 þ 2p1q1a2 þ q21a3�
þ z2m2½p1p2b1 þ ðp1q2 þ q1p2Þb2 þ q1q2b3�
þ z3m3½p1p2g1 þ ðp1q2 þ q1p2Þg2 þ q1q2g3�
þ z4m4½p22d1 þ 2p2q2d2 þ q22d3� � mAk:

ð83Þ

Appendix 3. When b ¼ h ¼ 0, s ¼ 1, 2rOPT=ð1þmÞ
¼ VA=kð1� kÞ
The total phenotypic variance is kð1� kÞ so that VA=kð1� kÞ is
the usual “narrow sense” heritability. When h ¼ 0 we have from
(46)

CovðOPTÞ ¼ akð1� kÞð1þ mÞðp1 � p2Þ; ð84Þ

so that

2rOPT=ð1þ mÞ ¼ 2aðp1 � p2Þ: ð85Þ

From (13) and (67) at equilibrium with h ¼ 0

ð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ ¼ apq

k
þ amð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2;

so that

kð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ ¼ apq 1þ mkð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2
pq

" #

¼ apqð1þ FÞ:
ð86Þ

Now we can rewrite (30) as

VA

kð1� kÞ ¼
2kð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2

pqð1þ FÞ :

Therefore to prove our result we must show

2aðp1 � p2Þ ¼ 2kð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ2
pqð1þ FÞ

or

apq ¼ kð1� kÞðp1 � p2Þ
ð1þ FÞ ; ð87Þ

which is true by (86).
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